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ABSTRACT 

Henry David Throreau (1817-1962) is an American naturalist and writer. He is bcst known for Waldtn 
(1854), an account of his cxperiment in living alone at Walden Pond, near C.oncord, Ma11achu11ett,, to 
obsesve the life of the woods. In this article, Thoreau wu against we11cm expansion when Íl carne to 
actual politics and dubiously motivatcd conquests of the day, yct was evcrythin¡ but anti-western when 
his idealistic precq,ts of the pcifect life of the future were callcd upon. Thc language of Throreau1'1 
works often reveals decidedly expansionist overtones, and there are constant reference, to a host of con
ccp(S and metaphors that define the rea1m of presupossitions tied to expansionist ídcu in a wider sen1e. 

Thoreau's ideas on the West and on westward 
expansion. formulated during the heyday of 
American expansionism. are manifold, and they 
are .scattered ali over his works. As would be 
expected from a man who was characterized by 
bis contemporary James Russell Lowell as being 
in love with intentional extravagance of statement 
and with artful paradox ("Thoreau". p.143), sorne 
of these ideas appear to be inconsistent. However. 
one should be careful not to dismiss them too 
lightly as another instance of self-contradiction in 
an intellectual landscape rich in paradox and pro
vocative contradictions. For these ideas stand in 
close interrelation with a complex of other 
Thoreauvian ideas- most notably on reformism 
and reformers- which tend to converge towards a 
catalogue of philosophical convictions that are 
indeed consistent though somewhat complicated 
in origin and exposition. 

I would first like to address a number of expli
cit statements which are usually élaimed as evi
dence for Thoreau's conflicting attitudes tQwards 
the West. On the one hand, it is common knowl
edge that Thoreau had little sympathy for the 
power politics of westward expansion as it colli
ded with the interests of other people and nations, 
and that it was this stand which gave him the name 
of being perhaps the most belligerent anti-expan
sionist of his day (though practically nobody wan
ted to notice at the time). This attitude expressed 
itself in various straightforward statements of open 

contempt for the jingoistic slogans of "Go west" 
and "Manifest Destiny" as they were prevalent 
during the critic's time. Thus Thoreau wrote in a 
letter to Blake on February 27, 1853: 

The whole enterprÍle of thi, naúoo whích i• not an 
upward , but a westward one , toward Oregon , 
California, Japan, etc., Í8 totally devoid of íntcre1t to 
me, whether pcrfonned on foot or by a Pacífic railroad. 
lt is not illustrated by a thought it is not wanned by a 
senúment, there is nothing in it which one 1hould lay 
down his life for, nor evcn his glove1, hardly whích 
one should take up a newspaper for. It is perf ectly hea
thenish -a filibustiering toward heaven by the great 
western route. I'f o, they may go their way to their 
manifest destiny, which I trust is not mine. May my 76 
dollars whenever I gel them help to carry me in the 
other direcúon p.296). 

Two years later, on February 1855, he added in 
a letter to Thomas Cholmondeley, with a slíght 
shift of geographical emphasis: 

You, who live in that snug and compact isle, may 
dream of a glorious commonwealth, but I have sorne 
doubts whether I and the new king of thc Sandwich 
Islands shall pu.U together. When I think of the gold-díg
gers and the Monnons, the slaves and the sLive-holders 
and the ftlibusters, I naturally dream of a glorious príva
te life. No, I am not patriotic; I shall not meddlc with the 
Gem of the Antilles. General Quitman cannot count on 
my aid, alas for him I nor can General Píerce (p.250). 

Similarly, an extensive entry in his joumal of 
1852 had earlier denounced "The recent rush to 
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California" as "the greatest disgrace on 11:1an~d:' • 
(p.265). Thoreau elaborated on this pomt m h1s 
customary vitriolic manner: 

Going to California. lt is ooly tluee thousand_ miles 
nearer to hell. I will resign my life sooner than live by 
luck ( ... ] No wonder that they gamble ~e~ [_. • .] 
What a oomment, what a satire, on our mst1.tuuonsl 
[ . .. ] Toe gold of California is a touchstone which_has 
betrayed the rottenness , the baseness , of ma~kmd. 
Satan, from one of bis elevaúons, showed mankind the 
kingdom of California, and they entered into a oornpact 
with him at once. ( J ournal, III. p.266f). 

To such verdicts we may add Thoreau's recur
rent challenge that the whole idea of geographical 
of physical expansion was wrong from the start, 
because it took an outward instead of an inward 
direction

1 
• All in all, James Russell Lowell's state

ment seems to sum up adequately the one side of 
Thoreau's prevailing attitude in these matters: 
"While he studied with respectful attention the 
minks and woodchucks, his neighbors, he looked 
with utter contempt on the august drama of destiny 
of which his country was the scene, and on which 
the curtain had already risen" ("Thoreau", p.149f). 

And yet, this is by no means the whole story if 
it comes to Thoreau's views in regard to the West 
and "the august drama of destiny" in which 
American civilization was so obviously participa
ting. For in many other passages of his works 
Thoreau practically breaks into song when the 
topic of westward orientation and going west 
arises . Consider the following statements from 
diverse sources which show him in one of his 
more rapturous stances: 

Westward is heaven, or rather heavenward is the 
wesL Toe way to heaven is from east to west round the 
earth. Toe sun leads and shows it. Toe stars, too, light 
it. (J ournal, II, p.170). 

Man looks back eastward upon his steps úll they are 
lost in obscurity, and westward súll takes his way úll 
the completion of his desúny. (Miller, p. 159). 

Toe great west and north west stretching on infini
tely far and grand and wild, qualifying all our thoughts . 
That is the only America I know. I prize this western 
reserve chiefly fof its intellectual value. That is the road 
to new life and freedom [ ... ] (Correspondence , p.436). 

[ .. . ] and yet, to the man who sits most east, this life 
is a weariness , rouúne, dust and ashes . [ ... ] But to the 
man who sits most west [ ... ] it is a field for ali noble 
endeavors, an elysium, the dwelling-place of heroes and 
demigods. (Letters , p .360). 

Moreover, long passages of the lecture and 
essay on "Walking" seem to be an unmitigated 

celebration of the idea of the West and 
endorsement of the great westward drive an open 
sonal as well as on a national plane ~n ª l>er
some key statements from "Walking": · ere are 

My needle is slow to aettle [ ... ] but it al 
settles between west and south-southwcsL .,.,__ fways 

•ne Uturc 
lies that way to me, and the earth seem1 more 
haustcd and ríe.her on that side [ ... ] Eastward I 8::· 
by force; but westward I go free (p.217). Y 

I must walk toward Oregon, and not tow d 
Europe. And ~at way the naúon is moving, and I ~ 
say that mankind_ progresses from ~st to west [ . .. ] w~ 
go westward as mto the future, with a spirit of cntcr
prise and adventure (p.218). 

Every sunset which I witness inspires me with the 
desi.re to go to a West as distant and as fair as that into 
which the sun goes down. He appears to migratc west
ward daily, and tempt us to follow him. He is the Great 
Western Pioneer whom the naúons follow (p.219). 

Toe reader may rub his eyes in disbelief, but 
suddenly the all too familiar rhetoric of vision and 
destiny, of future promise and past contairunent, 
of pioneer spirit and western star, is there again in 
the works of a man who, but an instant ago, had 
played the role of militant dissenter and fire
breathing opponent to expansionist impulses of ali 
kinds. 

What, then, signifies this opposition of 
seemingly irreconcilable programmatics in 
Thoreau? A blatant self-contradiction in aims and 
terms? An ambiguous wavering between incom
patible ideas in a man who otherwise specialized 
in rather unambiguous pronouncements? A dra· 
matic reversa! of mind in a writer who normally 
was not prone to reversals of opinion? I believe 
that none of these explanations will do, but rather 
that we are confronted with two sharply differen
tiated altitudes addressed to , and stimulated by, 
two vastly different perceptions and interpreta
tions of the West. As a matter of fact, T~ore~u 
himself suggests as much when he deals ~h:; 
larger context of his enthusiasm_ over the e~ on 
"Walking" . There we read in a p1votal sentenc f 

. "The West o 
which the whole argument hmges: h Wild; 
which I speak is but another name for ~ e that in 
and what I have been prepari~g to say isWorld2· 
Wilderness is the preservat10n of the

1 
ar that 

From this perspective, it becomes C.:-est are 
Thoreau's ecstatic statements on the ant wil· 
predicated on the notion that the West 7;e realill 
derness , and that wilderness mea~t ·vmzation 
beyong civilization, and that ?eyon f ~

1 
for111 of 

lay the hope and the desuny 0 
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existence far superior to anything civilization 
would ever have to offer. The idea of the West in 
this fonn is merely a symbol and a metaphor for 
something else, transcribing, as earlier critics 
have argued, Thoreau's belief in "nature in her 
truest aspects and colors" and his hope for a new 
and truer "me.asure of the intensity of livin5"1

• In 
sharp opposition, the actual colonization of the 
West was perceived by Thoreau as a degrading 
struggle over political influence and commercial 
exploitation, and as a power play of national and 
personal interests which subordinated everything 
to the contemptible machinery of the very civili
zation he rejected. Consequently, he denounced 
the perverse reality of westward expansion and 
the actuality of what contemporary politics tend
ed to make of the West in the same breath, and as 
strongly, as he praised the symbolic configura
tions of the West of his mind. In short, Thore.au 
was against western expansion when it ca.me to 
actual politics and dubiously motivated conquests 
of the day, yet was everything but anti-western 
when his ide.alistic precepts of the perfect life of 
the future were called upon. 

II 

If this takes care of a seeming paradox in 
Thoreau's deceptively split attitude towards western 
expansion, other paradoxes relating to a more gene
ral concept of expansionism are still awaiting us. 
The language of Thoreau's works often reveals 
decidedly expansionist overtones, and there are 
constant references to a host of concepts and 
metaphors that define the realm of presupposi
tions tied to expansionist ideas in a wider sense. 
Thus is Walden alone, there are seventeen ref
erences to expand and expanding, and sorne sixty 
references to travel and traveler. Discover and 
discovery are mentioned nearly thirty times, while 
explore and advance occur about ten times each. 
Yet, there is almost always a peculiar twist to the 
meaning of these terms in Thoreau. In Walden , it 
is usually nature or an individual natural entity 
which expands, though there are also instances of 
the body, of the self, and of laws expanding Only 
geographical and/or political expansion plays no 
role at ali; there is nota single case of a nation, or 
a society, or a communal body expanding . 
Advancing usually carries critical connotations , 
unless it takes an inward direction as in advanc
ing "confidently in the direction of [our] dreams". 

Similarly, the terms discovery and discovering do 
not predominantly denote an outward movement 
?f, say, geographical exploration, but rather an 
mtense investigation of the inner workings of 
nature, or, of course, an exploration of the inner 
landscape of the self. 

This change of orientation from outward
bound to inward-bound becomes most obvious 
when Thoreau deals with the concepts of travel 
and exploration as natural prerequisities to actual 
expansionist moves. Again Thoreau's attitude at 
first seems somewhat split, but it makes good 
sense when seen from the perspective of its own 
dialectical implications . As John Aldridge 
Christie has amply demonstrated in Thoreau. as 
World Traveler 

4 

, the alleged champion of provin
cialism took an immense interest in the trail 
breaking explorers of his day and in the literature 
of travel and exploration in general. One may say 
that, in his reading ventures, Thoreau circled che 
entire globe, and that he did not fail to travel 
mentally to the most obscure corners of the 
world, including the then still uncharted regions 
of the American continent. Moreover, as contri
butions such as The Main Woods , A Week on the 
Concord and Merrimack Rivers , "Cape Cod" , 
and "Excursions to Canada" indicate, Thoreau 
was not at all averse to doing a bit of traveling 
and exploring himself when circumstances and 
means permitted him to do so. On the other hand. 
he frequently advised his readers against traveling 
as a futile enterprise, and offered instead such 
maxims as: "Staying home is the he.avenly way", 
and "live at home like a traveler" , statements 
which he supplemented with wonderfully ironic 
one-liners of self-description: "I have travelled a 
good deal in Concord [ ... ]" (Walden , p.4). What 
:s more , his works offer extended polemics 
against the ambition of exploring out-of-the-way 
places, and the American West frequently plays a 
role in them. Thus the "Conclusion" of Walden 
asks: "What does Africa, -what does the West 
stand for? Is not our own interior white on the 
chart? " and: "What was the meaning of that 
South-Sea Exploring Expedition, with all its pa
rade and expense, but an indirect recognition of 
the fact , that there are continents and seas in the 
moral world, to which every man is an isthmus or 
an inlet, yet unexplored by him [ .. . ]" (p.321). 
The passage couples its question with a straight
forward answer: "Be rather the Mungo Park, the 
Lewis and Clarke and Frobisher, of your own 
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. explore your own higher 
str~ams and o~ean;Íl) . And it culminates i": a 
latitudes [._ · .] (P

1
· fl cts Thoreau's capab1l

maxim wh1ch ful y re e 
ity for startling aphoristic reversals : 

'gh · ard and youTI find Direct your eye s1 t mw • . 
A thousand regions in your mmd 
Yet undiscovered. Travel then:, and be 
Expert in home-cosmography · 

As was said earlier, the gist of suc~ stat~
ments is the reversa! from outw~d to mwar . 
Thoreau uses the potentials of th1s reversa~ to 
mediate between two superficially oppos~ng 
views . His recommended form of exp~on~g 
was an inner exploring so comp_rehens1ve m 
content and scope that it would mtellectu~lly 
comprise its very counterpart in the outs1~e 
world. Consequently, Thoureau did most of h1s 
own journeying and exp~oring a~ a reader. ~nd 
by the same token, bis JOurneymg turned !nto 
the paradox of an inward-bound exp~ns1_on. 
The territorial map of Thoreau's expans10msm 
became the inner landscape of the self, its valid 
expression the paradox of expansionist con
traction. 

m 

Most of the points discussed in the 
foregoing have been noticed by earlier critics 
who have dealt, in various contexts, with the 
implication of Thoreau 's stand on expansion 
and the West. But what has largely escaped cri
tica! notice is another dimension of Thoreau's 
thought which interrelates aspects of a life 
long preoccupation with a critique of 
expansionist ideology. I am speaking of the 
interrelation between Thoreau 's ideas on 
reform , and the expansionist presuppositions 
invariably activated by the very tenets of refor
matory change. In the following , I would like 
to get at the core of this telling interrelation. 

. Thor~u lived at the heyday of American refor
m1sm w1~ ali its prop~etic and engaged, glittering 
an~ chaot.J.c, bewildenng and meassianic configu
rat.1ons6. As Emerson duly admitted in a letter to 
Carlyle_ in October, 1840: "We are ali a little wild 
here w1th numberless projects of social reform 
Not ª re_adi?g r:nan but has a draft of a ne~ 
Commumty m his waistcoat pocket. I am gently 
ma~ ~ys~lf [. · .] ". Or, as James Russell Lowell 
put 1t m h1s more sarcastic way: 

Evcrybody had a nússion (with capital M) 
to cverybody clsc's business. No brain but ha:. •tend 
vate maggot, which must havc found piti bl u, Pri-

. ( 1 Comm a Y •hon commons somewnes . . . unitiea wcre es blis 
hed wherc cvcrything was to be conunon but ~ · 
scnsc. ( ... ] Ali stood rcady at a moment'a noti 011 

rcform cvcrything but thcmsclvcs. ("Thoreau", p.l;; 

This being ~º• it could ?ºt. fail that the ambi-
tions of refo~1sm and th~1! s1ste~s. the fantasies 
of moral , social, or poht1cal m1ssion quickly 
showed whenever one scratched the surface of a 
given program, catch phrase, or politicaI platfonn 
of the day. The programmatics of westward 
expansion and their ideological supporting con
cepts such as Manifest Destiny were a case in 
point. Beside the fact that the notions and the 
practices of expansionism and Manifest Destiny 
were not identical in ali respects1 

, both concepts 
held similar dichotomies of motivation which 
were never fully reconciled in nineteenth-century 
America. On one hand, their premises seemed to 
call for a territorial expansion predominantly in 
pursuit of power, influence, and the spreading of 
commerce, regardless of the moral costs of the 
enterprise• . On the other hand, they o~n ~eemed 
to argue, almost to the point of contradicaon, ! or 
the pursuit of moral goals and for encompassmg 
political blessings first envisioned and then ad
ministered by the American peopl~ for ~e salv~
tion of the world. The latter variatmn of 1d~l~g1-

cal underpinnings f or expansionism as· a divme 
mission and a moral obligati~n is_ clearly_ b~ough: 
out in Ray Allen Billington's rromc descnpuon ° 
a wide-spread attitude of the day: 

. . • d le of that day 
Toe ngh~us but_ ill-infonn~ .J>C"? tions wete of 

sinccrely bclievcd thcll' dcmocranc msttlU da . could 
such magnificent perfcction that no boun n~d not 
contain them. Surcly a benevolent Creat~~ wa• a 
intcnd such blessings for thc fe~; =:~ent to 
divinely ordercd meaos of cxteodiog . gThi w•• not 

• rb untnes 1 1 
dcspot-riddcn masses 10 nea Y 00. So the average 
impcrialism, but cnforced salvauon. the spirit of 
American rcasoned in the 1 s4os when 
Manifcst Destiny was in the air 11 

• 

. . • 00 -descri~ 
It was this ideolog1cal m~.uva~onest idealtStn 

by Arthur M. Schlesinger as an inger p.427) 
about the future of the world" (Schl:mensions ~f 
-which immediately evoked th~ 1 GeneraJlY! it 
reformism in the whole enterpnse. a world-w1d; 
entailed and suggested reforms .00 continen~, al 
scale by arguing that the ~=~eed of ra<fiC 
not the world at large, was 10 
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reshaping, and that the American people were the 
chosen people to get the job done 1º. Hense 
Thoreau's caustic warning in "Reform and the 
Reformers" to other nations and people that large
scale refonns, American style, were coming their 
way whether they liked it or not: 

Do ye hear it, ye Woloffs , ye Patagonians, ye 
Tartan, ye Nez Perc&'l The world is going to be refor
med, formed once for all. Presto-Changel Methinks I 
hear the glad tidings spreading over the green prairies 
of the west; over the silent South American pampas, 
parched African deserts, and stretching Siberian versts; 
through the populous Indian and Chinese villages , 
along the Indus, the Ganges, and Hydaspes. (Rtform 
Paptrs, p.183). 

Considering the two somewhat conflicting 
sides of expansionsim, Thoreau's attitude, on the 
whole, was sharply divided. Por an expansionist 
ideology that put ali the emphasis on territorial 
gain, political power, and commercial interests, 
he had nothing but sheer disdain . As is well 
lcnown, he counted the annexation of Texas and 
the Mexican-American War among the lowest 
enterprises he had witnessed during his time, and 
he took special measures to show bis dissent with 
utmost cleamess. As far as the spreading of com
merce was concerned, he took the customary 
stance of baffling his readers in "Life Without 
Principie" by claiming the opposite of what they 
seemed to accept as established majority opinion. 
"We are provincial [ ... ]" , he argued, "because 
we are warped and narrowed by an exclusive 
devotion to trade and commerce and manufac
tures and agriculture and the like, which are but 
meaos, and not the end" (Reform Papers , 
p.174f). In even stronger terms he denounced the 
idea of commerce as an encompassing activity, 
and the equation of the spreading of commerce 
with the progress of civilraation: 

A commerce that whitens every sea in quest of nuts 
and raisins, and malees slaves of its sailors for its purpo
sel [ . . . ) Yet such, to a great extent, is our boasted com
merce; and there are those who style themselves states
men and philosophcrs who are so blind as to think that 
progress and civilization depend on precisely this kind 
of interchange and activity, -the activity of flies about a 
molasses-hogshead. Very well , observes one, if men 
were oysters. And very well, answer I, if men were 
mosquitoes. (Rtform Paptrs, p.176). 

The very idea of business -that epitome of 
expansionist activism and incessant pushing far 
more markets and territories which could be sub-

jected to the hustle and bustle of trade- tempted 
him to break into one of bis more disdainful 
harangues: 

This world is a place of business. What an infinite 
bustlel I am awaked almost every night by the panting 
of the locomotive. It interrupts my dreams. There is no 
sabbath. It would be glorious to see mankind al leisure 
for once. It is nothing but wodc, wodc, wodc. [ . .. ) I 
think that there is nothing, not even crime, more op
posed to poetry, to philosophy, ay, to life itself, than 
this incessant business (Rtform Papers, p.156). 

It was a different, much more complicated 
story, however, with Thoreau's attitude towards 
the other, the reformatory dimensions of expan
sionism. For reform issues were closer to his own 
heart, and ideas on reforming what had to be 
reformed were a life-long, though anything but 
unambiguous, preoccupation of bis own. 

IV 

Thoreau's views on reform and reformers pre
sent, at best, a medley of praise and disparage
ment, andan idiosyncratic amalgamation of pro 
and contra arguments which tend to transfer 
essentials of the reform debate to other fields of 
reference. Beside main reform issues of the day 
in which he was seriouslY. engaged -
Abolitionism, abuse of political power, the ques
tion of Indian policy- Thoreau has variously 
been claimed the herald of many other reform 
movements. Accordingly, the editors of T he 
Writing s felt it necessary to dedícate a whole 
volume to a class of contributions which they 
summarily called Reform Papers11 

• However, it 
is precisely these reform papers -characterized 
as a "eollection of polemical writings" constitut
ing "a microcosm of Thoreau's literary career 12 

-which strongly suggest the impression that a 
decisive part of the polemics is not directed 
against the various states of affairs in need of 
reform, but rather against the self-proclaimed 
reformers themselves. This impression is not at 
ali unwarranted , because in many respects 
Thoreau shows such a pronounced bias against 
the professional reformers that a sizable part of 
his alleged reform writings could as well be sub
sumed under the heading of anti-reform wri
tings. What is at stake here can be brought out 
quickly when we compare Thoreau 's and 
Emerson's deviating opinions on the refonner as 
a human type. 
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In his essay "Man the Reformer" , Emerson P?
marily outlines a grandiose picture of the benef1ts 
humanity owes to that perennial representative of 
altruisúc impulses, the reformer. ~m~rso~ s~lects 
the singular when he speaks of h!s ~deal1st1c. ab
straction and thus indicates h1s mterest m a 
human p~ssibility beyond the configu~ation of 
actual deformity or historical aberrat10n . For 
Emerson the reformer is the epitome of the "free 
and helpf ul man" , the "benefactor" who unremit
tingly follows the dictates of his noble aims incor
porated in the majestic though somewhat hazy 
"doctrine of Reform"13

• "What if [ ... ] the reform
ers tend to idealism?" Emerson asks, and he points 
towards the high road in his answer: "Let ideas 
establish their legitimate sway again in society, let 
life be fair and poetic, and the scholars will gladly 
be lovers , .citizens , and philanthropists 
("Reformer" , p. 228f.). Though, in passing, he tou
ches upon ''The demon of reform" and upon the 
disquieting idea that the key to all reforms might 
be self-help (p.229, p.246), all in all he stands 
finnly by his interrelated convictions that "We are 
to revise the whole of our social structure, the 
State, the school, religion, marriage, trade, science, 
and explore their foundations in our nature" , and 
that the reformer in all of us is the suitable agent to 
carry out these noble schemes: 

What is a man bom for but to be a Refonner a 
Remaker of what man has made; a renouncer of lies'; a 
res~rer of truth and good, imitating that great Naturc 
w~ch ~bo~oms w all [ ... ] Let him renounce every
thing which_1S ~Ol true to him, and put all bis practices 
back on therr Íll'St thoughts , and do nothing for which 
he has not the whole world for his reason (p.248). 

Predictably, if we follow Emerson's prescribed 
path of refo1:f1atory amelioration , everything is 
bound to,end I? ª. harmonious state which reflects 
Emerson s opt1m1sm at its shallowest· " [ ] and 
everyh. calamity will be dissolved in the ~Iri~ersal 
suns me" (p.255). 
. Not so in Th?reau's world of deflating skepti

c1sm and naggmg d' 
1 issent. Thoreau frequently 

se ects the plural h h 
indicatin w en_ e talles about reformers, 
owy icte!1 thaft hhe has httle confidence in a shad-

o uman perfection b h . more interested • , ut t at he 1s 
bodiments of id I~ the concrete, individual em-
lowly phenomeC:as; they are found among the 
world. Not surprisin 1 a perh~ps not so perfect 
of skepticism if g t lher~ 18 a ix:r~istent note 
discordant so~g 

0
:º~ o~nn_ght cymcism, in his 

e ermcs of the reformers. 

In "Reform and the Reformers" h 
summarily "the impersonation ¿f ~- caUs thern 
imperfection"(182)14 Thei• isorder and 

• u maneuverin 
imparting benefits upon their fell groom for 
seriously restricted by the shortcom· ow men is 

"I · mgs of hum nature: t 1s rare that we are able to im an 
to our fellows, and do not surround the~an ~ealth 
own cast off griefs as an atmosphere d witli 0~ 

sympathy" (p.191). And when it com~ai:o -º~~ ll 
ua1 reformers with their history of persona1

10 
•~•d-

ll. d • gnev-ances, mo ves, an aims the picture gets 
bleaker: e ven 

No~, if anY_thmg ail a man so that he does not r
fonn his functions; especially if his digestion is pe 
~ough he m_ay h~ve con~iderable nervous stren~~ 
if he has ~ailed m all ~ undertakings hitheno; if he 
has comrrutted sorne hemous sin and partially repents, 
what does he do? He sets about reforming the world . 

Concomitantly, the essay on "Civil 
Disobedience" complains about "the cheap pro
fessions of most reformers" (Reform Papers, p. 
87). And in a journal entry of June 17, 1853, 
Thoreau describes bis revulsion on the occasion 
of a visit by "Three ultra-reformers" : "They [ ... ] 
rubbed you continually with the greasy cheeks of 
their kindness. They would not keep their dis
tance, but cuddle up and lie spoon-fashion with 
you [. . .] I was awfully pestered with [their] 
benignity" (Journal , V, p.264). In graphic tenns 
of loathsome contempt he suggests that he would 
rather expel such specimens of the reform spirit 
from society than join their causes. . 

However, Thoreau's antagonism to reformers 1s 
more than an airing of personal animosities ~d 
irritations. On a deeper level of argum~ntauon, 
one pointed charge against reformism gams ~ore 
and more force , until it becomes the focal_ ~mt 0~ 

a critique which then connects with a cnu~ue 0 

expansionist ideology in a wider sense. It !8 the 
· onenta· charge, almost the verdict, that the baste use 

tion of the reformer is irrevocably wrong ~ ard
it takes an outward-bound instead of an f~841 
bound direction In a J. ournal entry 0

, 1.:rn 
• l' nn 10f IUI" ' 

Thoreau had already stressed that reio . aÍ insú-
was always an individual and nota soci or earlY 
tutional issue (Journal , I, p.2~7). In ª:e_¡ecte,d 
essay entitled "The Service" , which_ ~:o 1,etweet' 
by The Dial, he plays on the opPo: the ernpba· 
an "unwise generation" which puts ·ser genera
sis on outward activities, and a far w~ outward" 
tion "that builded inward and no re\'ieW 

I h 's tong (Reform Papers , p.4) . n 1 
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"Paradise (To Be) Regained" , he worked out the 
same opposition of principies in criticizing the 
wildly utopian projects which one ~ .A. E_tzl~r had 
suggested in his book The Parad1se wzthm the 
Reach of ali Men , without Labor, by Powers of 
Nature and Machinery (London, 1842). (Reform 
Papers, p. 19-47). Thoreau firmly demanded self
refonn as the initial step towards ali reform ven
tores and he rejected outward reforms -and that 
meant ali variations of socially or institutionally 
instigated amelioration- as the wrong beginning. 
The gist of his argument is that it is useless to 
refonn nature and circumstances in order to set 
our lives right, and that we shoúld rather reform 
ourselves, so that "nature and circumstances will 
be right" (p.20). "Undoubtedly if we were to 
refonn this outward life truly and thoughly" , he 
concedes, "we should find no duty of the inner 
omitted". But then he adds: "But a moral reform 
must take place first, and then the neéessity of the 
other will be superseded, and we shall sail and 
plough by its force alone" (p.45f) . Thoreau 
knows, of course, that this goes against the 
current of an age of refonn-crazy institutions and 
community prophets: "Alas! this is the crying sin 
of the age, this want to faith in the prevalence of a 
man. Nothing can be effected but by one man 
[. . .] In this matter of refonning the world, we 
have little faith in corporations; not thus was it 
first formed" (p.42). But, nevertheless , he sets 
against these forces of outward-directed refor
mism his belief in love and f aith, or rather f aith in 
love, as the basis of ali refonn ventures: "Faith, 
indeed, is ali the ref onn that is needed; it is itself a 
refonn" (p.4~). Finally, Thoreau emphasizes that 
the substanye of the whole reform debate reveals 
itself as t!ie opposition of "paradise within" ver
sus "parádise without" (p.47). Walden , as we all 
know,1 reverberates with similar ideas that ali is 
·well when each man saves himself, and with the 
message:-''Ref onner, refonn thyself!" 

Admittedly, Thoreau's position in the debate 
over self-refonn versus social reform changed 
drastically in his later years. It was the question 
of Abolition, the experience of the inefficiency of 
the opponents to slavery, the frustrated violence 
that broke out in John Brown, which made the 
difference. Wendell Glick, in his dissertation 
Thoreau and Radical Abolitionism, has drawn 
our attention to the fact that only until about 1845 
Thoreau believed wholeheartedly in the concept 
of reform from within15

• In the course of the fif-

ties he began to see that self-reform did not 
change anything in the matter of slavery, and he 
began to think more highly of coordinated efforts 
by pressure groups, reform societies, and militant 
radicals to instigate actual change, even with the 
help of force. Thoreau's changing auitude finally 
found its powerful expression in his lectures and 
essays in defense of John Brown, which brought 
him close to celebrating the militant rule of 
morally inspired and dedicated saints as the only 
form of govemment which might bring salvation 
to mankind16

• However, this is not the stage of 
Thoreau's thinking which concems us here. For 
questions of expansionism did not really come 
into the picture under the compelling dominance 
of the slavery issue, whereas at an earlier stage 
Thoreau had explicitely associated such question 
with the orientations of a certain type of reform 
spirit. Consequently, it would be fair to accept the 
outspoken statements of "Reform and the 
Reformers " -notwithstanding the complicated 
genealogy and publication history of this piece 
(cf. Reform Papers , p.379 ff) -as an authentic 
expression of convictions Thoreau has held in 
regard to expansionism and the reform spirit 

It is in this essay that he minces no words 
about the disorient,ations and the pitfalls of reform 
enterprises. Inward versus outward, self-reform 
versus outer reform, are again his key paradigms 
for right and wrong, and he leaves no doubt as to 
which model he recommends : "The Reformer 
who comes recommending any institution or sys
tem to the adoption of men, must [ . .. ] see that he 
represents one pretty perfect institution in him
self, the centre and circumference of ali others, an 
erect man" (p.184 ). And it is in this essay that 
Thoreau most clearly points to the frequently 
overlooked interconnection between the idea of 
reform and the ideology of American expansio
nism. In several key passages in which he deals 
with the dichotomies of inward versus outward, 
self-reform versus enforced reform of others, he 
immediately calls upon illustrations from a world 
of actual expansionist aims and orientations . 
Thus, in an already quoted passage, he lets his 
cynical analysis of the motives of the typical 
reformer be followed by a weirdly prophetic list 
of spheres of influence (including South America, 
Asia, the Nez Percés, and the prairies of the West) 
on whích the Uníted St.ates would soon cast íts 
eye in search of worthy expansionist pursuits (p. 
183). In a way, Thoreau antícipated the ever 
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widening range of American expan_sionism wi~ 
its intenúons of going beyond contmental confi
nes in a no-limits approach of reaching out for the 
Caribbean as "American Mediterranean", the 
Pacific as Mare Americanum, and -Willi~.JD 
Seward's dream- for Asia and South America . 
He is more than casually aware of the imperialist 
and materialisúc dimensions of many of a mis
sionary venture which pretends to be in the name 
of political reform and in the best interest of those 
reformed. Clearly, Thoreau had an inkling that the 
reform spirit, parúcularly when it took a conúnen
tal or an international perspective, was not quite 
as innocent as it sometimes wanted to appear. 

There are also other, equally striking errors of 
judgement shared by the proponents of expansio
nism and the reform spirit under the perspecúve 
of the inward-outward paradigm. Exploring and 
exploiting adventurers are westward-bound, 
whereas they should be home-bound in search of 
success and riches

11 
.Quite generally, the expan

sionist and the poliúcal reformer alike tend to take 
the wrong direcúon when dealing with the world 
and their lives: 

Most whom I meet in the streets are, so to speak, 
outward bound, they live out and out, are going and 
coming, looking before and behind, ali out of doors 
and in the air. I would fain see them inward bound 
retiring in and in, farther and farther every day and 
when I inquired for thcm I should not hear, that' they 
had gone abroad anywhere, to Rondont or Sackets 
Harbar, but that they had wíthdrawn deeper wíthin the 
folds ofbeing. (ReformPapers , p. 194). 

lnw~rd is a direction which no traveller has taken. 
Inward 1s the bourne which all travellers seek and from 
which none desire to return [ ... ] Those who dwcll in 
Oreg~ ~d the. far west are not so solitary as the 
ente~nsmg ~d mdependent thinker, applying bis dis
covenes ~~o~ lif~. This is the way we would see 
a man stnvmg with bis axe and kettle to ta1c bis 
bod ..,.. th" . h . e up 

a e . . ~o is ne . soil_ should the New Englander 
we?d ~ way. J:lere is W1sconsin and the farthest west. 
lt u simple , mdependent , original , natural life . 
(ReformPapers, p. 193). 

What ~uch inversions eventually amount to in 
Thoreau is_, ~ong_ ?thers, a strong bias against 
the expans10rust spmt on grounds of be· h · · all fi mg ypo-~nuc y re ormatory, and against the reform . 
~n grounds of being effecúvely expanionist s~~; 

or~u, the reform spirit all too frequently . 
aled ~tself ~ an atútude close to expansioni::v~~ 
a ph1losoph1cal sense for it 1· mp11· ed · · · ' a constant 
unp~gmg on others, a persistent spreading of the 
empue of one's own moral and political beliefs 

over the territory of other peoples' lives. It was · 
· f al ,m e~ect, the pracuce o mor ~d social expansio-

rusm holding sway over reg1ons of individual 
legi_slation. Vice v~rs~. Th~neau's repugnance 
agamst the expans1omst ~nve reveals itself in 
large measure as an avers1on to the missionary 
pretensions of certain people who elected to mind 
other peoples' business instead of their own. It 
was, analogously, an invasion of the others under 
the pretense of bringing salvaúon. However if 
there was anything Thoreau hated best, it ~as 
surely the invasion of his own prívate realm by 
others , under whatever given pretense. 
Consequently, the reformer as expansionist and 
the expansionist as reformer had to f are badly 
with him. 

We may say, then, that it was the expansionist 
impulse in reformism, and the reformatory im
pulse in expansionism which made Thoreau feel 
uneasy, and that his aversions to American expan
sionism, far beyond the specifics of his critical 
stand on actual westward expansion, originated to 
a large degree from this dialecúcal interaction of 
popular concepts of the day. Outward expansion, 
in this context, seerned futile though it might 
eventually conquer a continent. What counted, 
what would further the growth of the individual, 
and thus eventually enlarge the realm of human
ity, was a move in the other direction. These were 
Thoreau's convictions -at least during long 
periods of his life. And, given his predilection for 
paradox, it cannot surprise us that he turned them 
into patently provocative, yet enlightening con
cepts such as inward expansion as the only form 
of expansionism to be safely recommended. 

NOTES 

l. Sec in particular Thoreau's essay on "Reforrn and tbe 
Reforrners" , in Reform Papers , 193 ff. 

2. 

3. 

"Walking" , 224. Far Thoreau's praise of the wildemess 
in this context, see also 226, 232. 

La . ali y· ew of the wrence Willson, "Toe Transcendent st 1 . 
u, ,, fi t to d1scuss nest , 190 and 188. Willson was the rs rds 
extensively this aspect of Thoreau's attitud~ t~w: by 
the WesL His article was subsequently plagtanze u's 
C.A. Tillinghast in "The West of T~o~e;.so. 
lmagination: Toe Development of a Symbol ' West, 
For Thoreau and bis "spiritual" concept of th¡ldrich 
see _al_so Edwin Fussell , 175 -91 , and John Quistie's 
Chrisue, Thoreau as World Traveler , 104-17· . that 
reading is somewhat different from the others Ul 
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4. 

s. 

6. 

he ar¡ues that "Thoreau's West was of both the 1pirit 
and the body, neither one denied, both u real as the 
Brahma and the woodchuck he found in his own back
yard" (117). 

See "Worlts Cited" for bibliographical data. 

Walden, 320. See for almost identical statements, 
"Reform and thc Reformen", in Reform Papers, 194 f . 

Por a somewhat joumalistic, highly sarcastic picture of 
the times as a virtual circus of refonn issues, see Grace 
Adams and Edward Hutter, The Mad Fortíes (New 
York: Harpcr, 1942). 

7 . For this point see, among others, Nonnan A. Graebner, 
Empire on the Pacific, 217 f . and 226-28. 

8. See in particular Hans-Ulrich Wehler's equation of 
expansionism with a form of "Handelsimpe
rialismus", and of the envisioned "Continental 
Empire" with a "Commercial Empire", in De r 
Aufstieg des amerikaníschen lmperialísmus, 14 ff. 
and 9 f. 

9. Ray Allen Billington and Martin Ridge, Westward 
Expansion, 513. Compare in this context also 
Hans-Ulrich Wehler's formulas: "Kolonisations
my1tik", "Sendungsbewubtsein", and "Missions
auftrag". Der Au/stíeg des amerikanischen 
lmperialísmus, 11 ff. 

10. For a possible gencalogy of the interrelation between 
"progress", "reform", and a "collective sense of mis
sion", see Charles L. Sanford, "Oassics of American 
Reform Literature", 295. 

11. Sorne of the pieces were previously published in 1866, 
four years aftcr Thoreau's death, in a collection entitled 
A Yankee in Ganada, with Antí-Slavery and Reform 
Papers. There is little evidence that Thoreau ever 
planned to publish all pieces included in Reform 
Papers as a separate volwne. 

12. See "General lntroduction" to Reform Papers, 226. 

13. Emenon, "Man the Refonner", in Nature: Addresses 
and úctures, 228. In all faimess it should be noted 
that Emenon was not always as blue-eyed when he 
talked about reformen. Por critical views of refonners 
and the refonn spirit, see his "Lectures on the Tunes" 
(1841) and "New England Reformen" (1844). 

14. "Reform and the Reformers", 183. Compare also 
Wakkn (77) for an almost identical statement. 

15. Wendell Glick, Thoreau and Radical Abolitionísm. For 
an even stronger statement on Thoreau's change of 
mind, see Helmut Klumpjan, Die Polítík der 
Provokation. 

16. See, among others, Helmut Klumpjan, Die Politik der 
Provokation, 163 ff. 

17. Hans-Ulrich Wehlcr, Der Auftt~g du a,,wrikanisclun 
lmperialismus, 9 f ., 14 ff; Norman A. Graebner, 
Empire on the Pacific, 217 f. 

18 In "Life without Principie" Thoreau writca: "Men nuh 
to California and Australia as if the true gold were to 
be found in that direction; but that is to ¡o to the very 
oppositc extreme to where it lics. They go prospectin¡ 
farther and farther away from the true lead, and are 
most unfortunate when they think themselves most 
successful. Is not our native soil auriferou1?" Re/orm 
Papers, 165. 
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